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 Oliveira, Gabriel;  Mataveli, Guilherme;  Stark, Scott C.;  Jones, Matthew W.;  Carmenta, Rachel;  Brunsell, Nathanial A.;  Santos, Celso A. G.;  Junior, Carlos A. Silva;  Cunha, Helinilza F. A.;  Cunha, Alan C.;  Santos, Carlos A. C.;  Stewart, Hannah;  Fuchs, Vanessa Boanada;  Hellenkamp, Skye;  Artaxo, Paulo;  Alencar, Ane A. C.;  Moutinho, Paulo;  Shimabukuro, Yosio E.
Increasing wildfires threaten progress on halting deforestation in Brazilian Amazonia Journal Article
In: Nature Ecology & Evolution, 2023, ISSN: 2397-334X.
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15.
 Fernandez, Iokine Rodriguez;  Inturias, Mirna;  Masay, Elmar;  Peña, Anacleto
Decolonizing wildfire risk management: indigenous responses to fire criminalization policies and increasingly flammable forest landscapes in Lomerío, Bolivia Journal Article
In: Environmental Science & Policy, vol. 147, pp. 103–115, 2023, ISSN: 1462-9011, (Funding Information: This manuscript was made possible thanks to the support of the Global Challenges Research Fund of the UKRI (UK Research and Innovation), who supported the INDIS (Indigenous Interaction for Sustainable Development) Project (No. INDIS I206041), carried out in conjunction between the University of East Anglia, NUR University and CICOL. The Photovoice Project also receive support from the National Geographic Young Explorers program and the GIZ program of the German Cooperation Agency.).
Abstract | Links | BibTeX
@article{1001bfde779d4f0597f0f45876c0f15d,

title = {Decolonizing wildfire risk management: indigenous responses to fire criminalization policies and increasingly flammable forest landscapes in Lomerío, Bolivia},

author = {Iokine Rodriguez Fernandez and Mirna Inturias and Elmar Masay and Anacleto Peña},

doi = {10.1016/j.envsci.2023.06.005},

issn = {1462-9011},

year  = {2023},

date = {2023-09-01},

journal = {Environmental Science & Policy},

volume = {147},

pages = {103–115},

publisher = {Elsevier},

abstract = {Drawing on decolonial thought, this article provides a perspective on local indigenous knowledge and governance systems as a resource for informing wildfire risk policy approaches and collaborative environmental security. In 2019, the Indigenous Territory of Lomerío in Bolivia was heavily affected by wildfires, due to a combination of fires that penetrated the territory from outside and others that spread from inside. As result, the Bolivian Forest Management Agency (ABT) started threatening indigenous people with criminal action for using fire in their livelihood practices. In response, in 2020 and with the support of several institutions, the Union of Indigenous Communities of Lomerío (CICOL) initiated a series of activities to ensure local control of wildfire risk management in the territory. These include a written burning protocol, a fire monitoring programme, water basin and forest conservation policies, participatory research conducted by indigenous researchers about the use of fire in Lomerío and cultural revitalization strategies. The article presents the results of these different strategies and their contributions to creating awareness of appropriate regulations for wildfire risk management by national authorities from the perspective of the Monkoxɨ indigenous people.},

note = {Funding Information: This manuscript was made possible thanks to the support of the Global Challenges Research Fund of the UKRI (UK Research and Innovation), who supported the INDIS (Indigenous Interaction for Sustainable Development) Project (No. INDIS I206041), carried out in conjunction between the University of East Anglia, NUR University and CICOL. The Photovoice Project also receive support from the National Geographic Young Explorers program and the GIZ program of the German Cooperation Agency.},
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Drawing on decolonial thought, this article provides a perspective on local indigenous knowledge and governance systems as a resource for informing wildfire risk policy approaches and collaborative environmental security. In 2019, the Indigenous Territory of Lomerío in Bolivia was heavily affected by wildfires, due to a combination of fires that penetrated the territory from outside and others that spread from inside. As result, the Bolivian Forest Management Agency (ABT) started threatening indigenous people with criminal action for using fire in their livelihood practices. In response, in 2020 and with the support of several institutions, the Union of Indigenous Communities of Lomerío (CICOL) initiated a series of activities to ensure local control of wildfire risk management in the territory. These include a written burning protocol, a fire monitoring programme, water basin and forest conservation policies, participatory research conducted by indigenous researchers about the use of fire in Lomerío and cultural revitalization strategies. The article presents the results of these different strategies and their contributions to creating awareness of appropriate regulations for wildfire risk management by national authorities from the perspective of the Monkoxɨ indigenous people.
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14.
 Lees, Kirsten J.;  Carmenta, Rachel;  Condliffe, Ian;  Gray, Anne;  Marquis, Lyndon;  Lenton, Timothy M.
Protecting peatlands requires understanding stakeholder perceptions and relational values: A case study of peatlands in the Yorkshire Dales Journal Article
In: AMBIO, vol. 52, no. 7, pp. 1282–1296, 2023, ISSN: 0044-7447, (Funding Information: This project was funded by a University of Exeter Engaged Research Exploratory Award 2020 and by Leverhulme Trust (RPG-2018-046).).
Abstract | Links | BibTeX
@article{b6af32bbb8944c8692ad7f9e6f9b459f,

title = {Protecting peatlands requires understanding stakeholder perceptions and relational values: A case study of peatlands in the Yorkshire Dales},

author = {Kirsten J. Lees and Rachel Carmenta and Ian Condliffe and Anne Gray and Lyndon Marquis and Timothy M. Lenton},

doi = {10.1007/s13280-023-01850-3},

issn = {0044-7447},

year  = {2023},

date = {2023-07-01},

journal = {AMBIO},

volume = {52},

number = {7},

pages = {1282–1296},

publisher = {Allen Press Inc.},

abstract = {Sustainable peatland management is a global environmental governance challenge given peat’s carbon storage. Peatlands worldwide are sites of contested demands between stakeholders with distinct management priorities. In the United Kingdom, peatland management is a focus of political interest for nature-based solutions (NBS), causing tensions with land managers who feel their traditional knowledge is undervalued. Using Q-method (a semi-quantitative method for clarifying distinct viewpoints) with estate managers, gamekeepers, farmers, and employees of land-owning organisations, we explored perceptions around changing upland management in the Yorkshire Dales. Land managers hold strong values of ownership, aesthetics, and stewardship. The prospect of changing management causes fears of losing these relational values alongside instrumental values. Yorkshire Dales stakeholders agreed on NBS aims (reducing flooding, limiting wildfires, protecting wild birds), but disagreed on methods to achieve these. Our research supports engaging local stakeholders at all stages of peatland protection schemes to minimise resentment towards top-down management.},

note = {Funding Information: This project was funded by a University of Exeter Engaged Research Exploratory Award 2020 and by Leverhulme Trust (RPG-2018-046).},
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Sustainable peatland management is a global environmental governance challenge given peat’s carbon storage. Peatlands worldwide are sites of contested demands between stakeholders with distinct management priorities. In the United Kingdom, peatland management is a focus of political interest for nature-based solutions (NBS), causing tensions with land managers who feel their traditional knowledge is undervalued. Using Q-method (a semi-quantitative method for clarifying distinct viewpoints) with estate managers, gamekeepers, farmers, and employees of land-owning organisations, we explored perceptions around changing upland management in the Yorkshire Dales. Land managers hold strong values of ownership, aesthetics, and stewardship. The prospect of changing management causes fears of losing these relational values alongside instrumental values. Yorkshire Dales stakeholders agreed on NBS aims (reducing flooding, limiting wildfires, protecting wild birds), but disagreed on methods to achieve these. Our research supports engaging local stakeholders at all stages of peatland protection schemes to minimise resentment towards top-down management.
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 Jones, Matthew W.;  Abatzoglou, John T.;  Veraverbeke, Sander;  Andela, Niels;  Lasslop, Gitta;  Forkel, Matthias;  Smith, Adam J. P.;  Burton, Chantelle;  Betts, Richard A.;  Werf, Guido R.;  Sitch, Stephen;  Canadell, Josep G.;  Santín, Cristina;  Kolden, Crystal;  Doerr, Stefan H.;  Quere, Corinne Le
Global and regional trends and drivers of fire under climate change Journal Article
In: Reviews of Geophysics, vol. 60, no. 3, 2022, ISSN: 8755-1209, (Research Funding: H2020 Societal Challenges (H2020 PRIORITÉ Défis de société). Grant Numbers: 776810, 641816, 101003890; H2020 Industrial Leadership (H2020 Priority Industrial Leadership). Grant Number: 776186; Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO). Grant Number: 016.Vidi.189.070; H2020 Excellent Science (H2020 Priority Excellent Science). Grant Number: 101000987; Newton Fund; UKRI | Natural Environment Research Council (NERC). Grant Numbers: NE/T001194/1, NE/T003553/1, NE/V01417X/1; Spanish State Research Agency Ramón y Cajal Programme. Grant Number: RYC2018-025797-I; Royal Society. Grant Number: RPR1191063; Australian National Environmental Science Program; Met Office Hadley Centre Climate Progamme. Grant Number: GA01101; UK department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy).
Abstract | Links | BibTeX
@article{188034f38a53449294592feaf6839ac2,

title = {Global and regional trends and drivers of fire under climate change},

author = {Matthew W. Jones and John T. Abatzoglou and Sander Veraverbeke and Niels Andela and Gitta Lasslop and Matthias Forkel and Adam J. P. Smith and Chantelle Burton and Richard A. Betts and Guido R. Werf and Stephen Sitch and Josep G. Canadell and Cristina Santín and Crystal Kolden and Stefan H. Doerr and Corinne Le Quere},

doi = {10.1029/2020RG000726},

issn = {8755-1209},

year  = {2022},

date = {2022-09-01},

journal = {Reviews of Geophysics},

volume = {60},

number = {3},

publisher = {American Geophysical Union},

abstract = {Recent wildfire outbreaks around the world have prompted concern that climate change is increasing fire incidence, threatening human livelihood and biodiversity, and perpetuating climate change. Here, we review current understanding of the impacts of climate change on fire weather (weather conditions conducive to the ignition and spread of wildfires) and the consequences for regional fire activity as mediated by a range of other bioclimatic factors (including vegetation biogeography, productivity and lightning) and human factors (including ignition, suppression, and land use). Through supplemental analyses, we present a stocktake of regional trends in fire weather and burned area (BA) during recent decades, and we examine how fire activity relates to its bioclimatic and human drivers. Fire weather controls the annual timing of fires in most world regions and also drives inter-annual variability in BA in the Mediterranean, the Pacific US and high latitude forests. Increases in the frequency and extremity of fire weather have been globally pervasive due to climate change during 1979–2019, meaning that landscapes are primed to burn more frequently. Correspondingly, increases in BA of ∼50% or higher have been seen in some extratropical forest ecoregions including in the Pacific US and high-latitude forests during 2001–2019, though interannual variability remains large in these regions. Nonetheless, other bioclimatic and human factors can override the relationship between BA and fire weather. For example, BA in savannahs relates more strongly to patterns of fuel production or to the fragmentation of naturally fire-prone landscapes by agriculture. Similarly, BA trends in tropical forests relate more strongly to deforestation rates and forest degradation than to changing fire weather. Overall, BA has reduced by 27% globally in the past two decades, due in large part to a decline in BA in African savannahs. According to climate models, the prevalence and extremity of fire weather has already emerged beyond its pre-industrial variability in the Mediterranean due to climate change, and emergence will become increasingly widespread at additional levels of warming. Moreover, several of the major wildfires experienced in recent years, including the Australian bushfires of 2019/2020, have occurred amidst fire weather conditions that were considerably more likely due to climate change. Current fire models incompletely reproduce the observed spatial patterns of BA based on their existing representations of the relationships between fire and its bioclimatic and human controls, and historical trends in BA also vary considerably across models. Advances in the observation of fire and understanding of its controlling factors are supporting the addition or optimization of a range of processes in models. Overall, climate change is exerting a pervasive upwards pressure on fire globally by increasing the frequency and intensity of fire weather, and this upwards pressure will escalate with each increment of global warming. Improvements to fire models and a better understanding of the interactions between climate, climate extremes, humans and fire are required to predict future fire activity and to mitigate against its consequences.},

note = {Research Funding: H2020 Societal Challenges (H2020 PRIORITÉ Défis de société). Grant Numbers: 776810, 641816, 101003890; H2020 Industrial Leadership (H2020 Priority Industrial Leadership). Grant Number: 776186; Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO). Grant Number: 016.Vidi.189.070; H2020 Excellent Science (H2020 Priority Excellent Science). Grant Number: 101000987; Newton Fund; UKRI | Natural Environment Research Council (NERC). Grant Numbers: NE/T001194/1, NE/T003553/1, NE/V01417X/1; Spanish State Research Agency Ramón y Cajal Programme. Grant Number: RYC2018-025797-I; Royal Society. Grant Number: RPR1191063; Australian National Environmental Science Program; Met Office Hadley Centre Climate Progamme. Grant Number: GA01101; UK department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy},
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Recent wildfire outbreaks around the world have prompted concern that climate change is increasing fire incidence, threatening human livelihood and biodiversity, and perpetuating climate change. Here, we review current understanding of the impacts of climate change on fire weather (weather conditions conducive to the ignition and spread of wildfires) and the consequences for regional fire activity as mediated by a range of other bioclimatic factors (including vegetation biogeography, productivity and lightning) and human factors (including ignition, suppression, and land use). Through supplemental analyses, we present a stocktake of regional trends in fire weather and burned area (BA) during recent decades, and we examine how fire activity relates to its bioclimatic and human drivers. Fire weather controls the annual timing of fires in most world regions and also drives inter-annual variability in BA in the Mediterranean, the Pacific US and high latitude forests. Increases in the frequency and extremity of fire weather have been globally pervasive due to climate change during 1979–2019, meaning that landscapes are primed to burn more frequently. Correspondingly, increases in BA of ∼50% or higher have been seen in some extratropical forest ecoregions including in the Pacific US and high-latitude forests during 2001–2019, though interannual variability remains large in these regions. Nonetheless, other bioclimatic and human factors can override the relationship between BA and fire weather. For example, BA in savannahs relates more strongly to patterns of fuel production or to the fragmentation of naturally fire-prone landscapes by agriculture. Similarly, BA trends in tropical forests relate more strongly to deforestation rates and forest degradation than to changing fire weather. Overall, BA has reduced by 27% globally in the past two decades, due in large part to a decline in BA in African savannahs. According to climate models, the prevalence and extremity of fire weather has already emerged beyond its pre-industrial variability in the Mediterranean due to climate change, and emergence will become increasingly widespread at additional levels of warming. Moreover, several of the major wildfires experienced in recent years, including the Australian bushfires of 2019/2020, have occurred amidst fire weather conditions that were considerably more likely due to climate change. Current fire models incompletely reproduce the observed spatial patterns of BA based on their existing representations of the relationships between fire and its bioclimatic and human controls, and historical trends in BA also vary considerably across models. Advances in the observation of fire and understanding of its controlling factors are supporting the addition or optimization of a range of processes in models. Overall, climate change is exerting a pervasive upwards pressure on fire globally by increasing the frequency and intensity of fire weather, and this upwards pressure will escalate with each increment of global warming. Improvements to fire models and a better understanding of the interactions between climate, climate extremes, humans and fire are required to predict future fire activity and to mitigate against its consequences.
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12.
 Coppola, Alysha I.;  Wagner, Sasha;  Lennartz, Sinikka T.;  Seidel, Michael;  Ward, Nicholas D.;  Dittmar, Thorsten;  Santín, Cristina;  Jones, Matthew W.
The black carbon cycle and its role in the Earth system Journal Article
In: Nature Reviews Earth and Environment, vol. 3, no. 8, pp. 516–532, 2022, ISSN: 2662-138X, (Funding Information: A.I.C. acknowledges support from the Swiss National Science Ambizione grant ‘Fire in the Ocean’ (PZ00P2_185835) and thanks T. Eglinton, A. Varkalis and L. Tinkham. M.S. and T.D. acknowledge funding by the German Science Foundation (DFG) within the Cluster of Excellence EXC 2077 ‘The Ocean Floor — Earth’s Uncharted Interface’ (project number 390741603). N.D.W. acknowledges funding from the US Department of Energy (DOE)-funded COMPASS-FME project. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) is operated by Battelle for the US DOE under contract DE-AC05-76RL01830. Additional support was provided by the National Science Foundation OCE #2017577 (to S.W.). M.W.J. was funded by an independent research fellowship from the UK Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) (grant NE/V01417X/1).).
Abstract | Links | BibTeX
@article{45460ce2c141489eadc147beaddb50a1,

title = {The black carbon cycle and its role in the Earth system},

author = {Alysha I. Coppola and Sasha Wagner and Sinikka T. Lennartz and Michael Seidel and Nicholas D. Ward and Thorsten Dittmar and Cristina Santín and Matthew W. Jones},

doi = {10.1038/s43017-022-00316-6},

issn = {2662-138X},

year  = {2022},

date = {2022-08-01},

journal = {Nature Reviews Earth and Environment},

volume = {3},

number = {8},

pages = {516–532},

publisher = {Nature Publishing Group},

abstract = {Black carbon (BC) is produced by incomplete combustion of biomass by wildfires and burning of fossil fuels. BC is environmentally persistent over centuries to millennia, sequestering carbon in marine and terrestrial environments. However, its production, storage and dynamics, and therefore its role in the broader carbon cycling during global change, are poorly understood. In this Review, we discuss BC cycling across the land-to-ocean continuum. Wildfires are the main source of BC, producing 128 ± 84 teragrams per year. Negative climate–BC feedbacks could arise as wildfire increases with anthropogenic warming, producing more BC, which in turn will sequester carbon, but the magnitude of these effects are unknown. Most BC is stored in terrestrial systems with some transported to the ocean via rivers and the atmosphere. However, the oceanic BC budget is not balanced, with known BC removal fluxes exceeding BC inputs. We demonstrate these observed inconsistencies using a simple ocean box model, which highlights key areas of future research. Measurements of BC mineralization and export rates along the land-to-ocean continuum and quantification of previously unexplored sources of oceanic BC are needed to close the global BC budget.},

note = {Funding Information: A.I.C. acknowledges support from the Swiss National Science Ambizione grant ‘Fire in the Ocean’ (PZ00P2_185835) and thanks T. Eglinton, A. Varkalis and L. Tinkham. M.S. and T.D. acknowledge funding by the German Science Foundation (DFG) within the Cluster of Excellence EXC 2077 ‘The Ocean Floor — Earth’s Uncharted Interface’ (project number 390741603). N.D.W. acknowledges funding from the US Department of Energy (DOE)-funded COMPASS-FME project. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) is operated by Battelle for the US DOE under contract DE-AC05-76RL01830. Additional support was provided by the National Science Foundation OCE #2017577 (to S.W.). M.W.J. was funded by an independent research fellowship from the UK Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) (grant NE/V01417X/1).},
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pubstate = {published},

tppubtype = {article}
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Black carbon (BC) is produced by incomplete combustion of biomass by wildfires and burning of fossil fuels. BC is environmentally persistent over centuries to millennia, sequestering carbon in marine and terrestrial environments. However, its production, storage and dynamics, and therefore its role in the broader carbon cycling during global change, are poorly understood. In this Review, we discuss BC cycling across the land-to-ocean continuum. Wildfires are the main source of BC, producing 128 ± 84 teragrams per year. Negative climate–BC feedbacks could arise as wildfire increases with anthropogenic warming, producing more BC, which in turn will sequester carbon, but the magnitude of these effects are unknown. Most BC is stored in terrestrial systems with some transported to the ocean via rivers and the atmosphere. However, the oceanic BC budget is not balanced, with known BC removal fluxes exceeding BC inputs. We demonstrate these observed inconsistencies using a simple ocean box model, which highlights key areas of future research. Measurements of BC mineralization and export rates along the land-to-ocean continuum and quantification of previously unexplored sources of oceanic BC are needed to close the global BC budget.
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11.
 Smith, Adam;  Smith, Doug;  Cohen, Judah;  Jones, Matthew
Arctic warming amplifies climate change and its impacts Miscellaneous
2021.
Abstract | Links | BibTeX
@misc{e24afbe7d0214d59928d5f1d048fa26c,

title = {Arctic warming amplifies climate change and its impacts},

author = {Adam Smith and Doug Smith and Judah Cohen and Matthew Jones},

doi = {10.5281/ZENODO.5596791},

year  = {2021},

date = {2021-10-28},

journal = {ScienceBrief},

pages = {1–4},

abstract = {This ScienceBrief Review examines the evidence linking Arctic warming to the amplification of climate change impacts in Arctic, boreal and mid-latitude regions. It synthesises findings from more than 190 peer-reviewed scientific articles gathered using ScienceBrief. The evidence shows that the Arctic region has warmed at least twice as much as the global average, leading to a number of environmental consequences. The extent and thickness of sea-ice have decreased and rates of permafrost thaw have increased in recent decades. The impacts of rising mean annual temperatures have been exacerbated by an increase in heatwaves this century. These changes amplify climate change and its impacts. Permafrost thaw and wildfires are releasing greenhouse gases and amplifying climate change, while the loss of sea ice is reducing the amount of solar energy reflected by the Earth’s surface. There is ongoing debate about how changes in the Arctic energy balance influence patterns of extreme weather in the mid-latitudes.},

keywords = {},

pubstate = {published},

tppubtype = {misc}

}
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This ScienceBrief Review examines the evidence linking Arctic warming to the amplification of climate change impacts in Arctic, boreal and mid-latitude regions. It synthesises findings from more than 190 peer-reviewed scientific articles gathered using ScienceBrief. The evidence shows that the Arctic region has warmed at least twice as much as the global average, leading to a number of environmental consequences. The extent and thickness of sea-ice have decreased and rates of permafrost thaw have increased in recent decades. The impacts of rising mean annual temperatures have been exacerbated by an increase in heatwaves this century. These changes amplify climate change and its impacts. Permafrost thaw and wildfires are releasing greenhouse gases and amplifying climate change, while the loss of sea ice is reducing the amount of solar energy reflected by the Earth’s surface. There is ongoing debate about how changes in the Arctic energy balance influence patterns of extreme weather in the mid-latitudes.
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10.
 Bowring, Simon;  Jones, Matthew;  Ciais, Philippe;  Guenet, Bertrand;  Abiven, Samuel
Fire as carbon sink? The global biome-dependent wildfire carbon balance Technical Report
Research Square 2020.
Abstract | Links | BibTeX
@techreport{9ee0cbbca5604a8cbcdea43d4040e8eb,

title = {Fire as carbon sink? The global biome-dependent wildfire carbon balance},

author = {Simon Bowring and Matthew Jones and Philippe Ciais and Bertrand Guenet and Samuel Abiven},

doi = {https://doi.org/10.21203/rs.3.rs-127629/v1},

year  = {2020},

date = {2020-12-10},

publisher = {Research Square},

institution = {Research Square},

series = {Nature Geoscience},

abstract = {Wildfires generally result in biospheric recovery approximating the pre-disturbance state. However legacy carbon(C) gains and losses that have until now been overlooked in global-scale theory and modelling indicate that post-fire C gains through pyrogenic carbon (PyC) production, and losses via fire regime shifts, post-fire mortality, topsoil loss and inland water export, may be central to whether 20th century fires have imposed a net terrestrial C source or sink. Here, we integrate PyC production and soil accumulation into a global terrestrial model (ORCHIDEE-MICT) and estimate wildfire C-gains and losses over 1901-2010, quantifying the fire-C balance at global, regional and vegetation scales. Excluding the effect of PyC mineralisation, fires provide a land storage of +177 TgC yr-1 (63% PyC production), dominated by grasslands. The global balance is nuanced, with forest fires resulting in strong terrestrial net C loss:gain ratios (>-2:1) that are greatest in tropical regions (>-3:1). Frequent tropical grassland fires are responsible for the bulk of the land PyC sink and its environmental persistence, whose theoretical minimum mean residence time we quantify at 2760yrs. We highlight the dependency of the global fire-C balance on vegetation coverage and the potential role of preserving grasslands, particularly those in the tropics, in that regard.},
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pubstate = {published},
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Wildfires generally result in biospheric recovery approximating the pre-disturbance state. However legacy carbon(C) gains and losses that have until now been overlooked in global-scale theory and modelling indicate that post-fire C gains through pyrogenic carbon (PyC) production, and losses via fire regime shifts, post-fire mortality, topsoil loss and inland water export, may be central to whether 20th century fires have imposed a net terrestrial C source or sink. Here, we integrate PyC production and soil accumulation into a global terrestrial model (ORCHIDEE-MICT) and estimate wildfire C-gains and losses over 1901-2010, quantifying the fire-C balance at global, regional and vegetation scales. Excluding the effect of PyC mineralisation, fires provide a land storage of +177 TgC yr-1 (63% PyC production), dominated by grasslands. The global balance is nuanced, with forest fires resulting in strong terrestrial net C loss:gain ratios (>-2:1) that are greatest in tropical regions (>-3:1). Frequent tropical grassland fires are responsible for the bulk of the land PyC sink and its environmental persistence, whose theoretical minimum mean residence time we quantify at 2760yrs. We highlight the dependency of the global fire-C balance on vegetation coverage and the potential role of preserving grasslands, particularly those in the tropics, in that regard.
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9.
 Calderon, Laura Ponce;  Cortés, Gabriela Vera; del Carmen Álvarez Gordillo, Guadalupe;  Fernandez, Iokine Rodriguez;  Trejo, Dante Arturo Rodríguez;  Díaz, José Villanueva
El nacimiento de los “Sin fuego”: caso Parque Nacional Lagunas de Montebello, Chiapas, México Journal Article
In: Nova Scientia, vol. 12, no. 25, 2020, ISSN: 2007-0705.
Abstract | Links | BibTeX
@article{e23f5fc113aa4949948231236a80e39a,

title = {El nacimiento de los “Sin fuego”: caso Parque Nacional Lagunas de Montebello, Chiapas, México},

author = {Laura Ponce Calderon and Gabriela Vera Cortés and Guadalupe del Carmen Álvarez Gordillo and Iokine Rodriguez Fernandez and Dante Arturo Rodríguez Trejo and José Villanueva Díaz},

doi = {10.21640/ns.v12i25.2414},

issn = {2007-0705},

year  = {2020},

date = {2020-10-02},

journal = {Nova Scientia},

volume = {12},

number = {25},

publisher = {Universidad De La Salle Bajío},
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